Maple Class Celebration Newsletter
We loved our
Roman Day
this term!

We made our own
edible Roman
roads. They were
delicious!

We learnt lots
about Gladiators

Value Award Winners:
Everybody has tried so hard
this term! I wish I could give
value awards to everybody.
However congratulations to
these children who have been
awarded them this term:
Maisie S
Lily-May
Jessica

and mind mapped
what we found out.

This term we have been:
In Literacy and Topic we have learnt lots about the Romans. We have found
out all about Gladiators, Roman foods, Roman roads and Roman baths.
Through this we have written newspaper reports, leaflets and fact files. On
our Roman Day we made our own shields, learnt about shield formations and
tried some Roman foods (not dormice though!) Maple class have tried really
hard to include lots of topical and interesting vocabulary in their sentences.
In Maths we learnt all about Length and Perimeter. We used rulers and
metre stick to measure in mm, cm and mm. This then moved onto comparing
and adding and subtracting lengths and for this the children had to learn
how to convert measurements. Then they put all this into practise to find
the perimeter of spaces and shapes - this was pretty tricky!

Purple Mash
While we are at home home-learning remember to use Purple Mash.

If you click on the 2Dos section you will see tasks set which are
updated regularly. These are to be handed in and then Miss Rockingham can
see and comment on these.

If you click on the Sharing section and then ‘Shared Blogs’ you will
see our Maple Class blog. This is a great space for everyone to stay in touch
and talk to each other. Miss Rockingham will also set some fun tasks on here
too.

